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We consider electromagnetic fluctuations in a non-equilibrium plasma both when there are 
no strong fields present and in the case when the plasma is in a strong magnetic field. 

l. One can assume that at the present time the account the fact that the form of the matrix ele-
theory of thermal fluctuations in a plasma in ther- ments of the field operators is determined by the 
modynamic equilibrium has already been devel- matrix elements of the particle current density 
oped.* The difference-which is essentially not when the particles make a transition from one 
one of principle-between the theory of electro- state to another.C3J 
magnetic fluctuations of a plasma and the one We first consider a case when there is no strong 
given, for instance, in the book by Landau and field in the plasma. The states of the particles in 
Lifshitz [2] consists in the use of the complex such a plasma can be described by plane waves and 
dielectric-constant tensor with account of spatial the transition matrix element of the current density 
dispersion. Such a theory of fluctuations can, how- of particles of the kind a, which corresponds to a 
ever, not be used for an application to a rarefied transition from a state n to a state m, is of the 
plasma in which the collisions are extremely rare form 
and which can thus stay in a thermodynamic non
equilibrium state for a long time. The present 
paper is devoted to a consideration of fluctuations 
in such a non-equilibrium plasma. t We then ob
tain expressions for the fluctuations by straight
forward calculation, by regarding the plasma as a 
system of weakly interacting particles. 

2. We introduce the Fourier components of the 
electrical field operator 

+co 
' 1 I I ' E(w, k)= ~:n:. J dt J dr E (r, t) eiwt-ikr. (1) 

-co 

To find expressions for the fluctuations we must 
know the quantum-mechanical average of the follow
ing operator 

+ [~i(w, k)Ei{w', k') + Ei(w', k') Ei(w, k)]. (2) 

It is clear that the average value of such an oper
ator can at once be written down if we know the ex
plicit form of the electrical field operators. In the 
case of interest to us, of weakly interacting par
ticles, one can easily obtain the explicit form of 
the field operators. To do this one must take into 

*A survey of such a theory and the corresponding bibli
ography are given in the book by Rukhadze and the present 
author. [l] 

tThe theory of non-equilibrium electrical fluctuations was 
considered by L. V. Keldysh-to whom the author is grateful 
for information-in connection with another problem. 

(3) 

where a are the Dirac matrices. We can then 
write down for the Fourier component of the elec
trical field operator (1) the equation 

4:n:iro i ( ) ( En- Em \ ( ) = - -c-ea\J.mn{) nk - Pn + Pm {) w- 1i ) , 4 

where Eij is the dielectric-constant tensor. 
We can then immediately write down an expres

sion for the matrix element of the field correspond
ing to a transition of a particle from a state n to 
a state m: 

(m I £i (w, k) In)= - 4niwc-1eaAij1 (w, k) cx!..n 

X{) ( k _ Pn ~ Pm) {) ( w _En~ Em ) ' (5) 

A;; (w, k) = (w;c)2e;; (w, k)- k2{);; + k;k;. (6) 

Equation (5) enables us easily to evaluate the 
expectation value of the operator (2). Using the 
fact that the number of particles of kind a per 
unit volume is equal to Na and that the probability 
that the a-th particle has a momentum Pa [and 
accordingly an energy E (Pa)l is determined by 
the distribution functions fa<Pa ), we have 

-i !E; (w, k) E;(w', k') + Ei(w', k') E; (w, k)] 

= {)(w + w'){)(k + k')(E;E;)oo,k• (7) 
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where the bar indicates a quantum -mechanical aver
age, and 

1 "" (4:rrearo ) 2 1 • 1 (E;Ej)c.o, k = 4 LJ -c- Au (w, k) Ai;:- (w, k) Na 
a 

(8) 

The spectral functions for the vectors of the 
magnetic and the electrical induction B and D are 
connected with (EiEk)w,k by the relation 

(B,Bi)c.o, k = c2w-2krkseirteist(EzEt)c.o, k; 

(DiDj)c.o, k = Eir (w, k) e;1 ( w, k) (ErEz)c.o, k 

In the classical limit ti = 0 

""(4:rrearo )2 -1 *-1 (EiEi)c.o,k=LJ -c- Au (w, k)Air {w, k) 
a 

, vlvr 

X Na~dpafa(Pa) ;/ ll(w-kva), (9) 

where Va is the velocity of the a-th particle. 
We point out that the spectral formula for the 

fluctuations of the Lorentz force acting upon par
ticle a is equal to* 

(e~(E+.!.[vaBl).(E+ .!.[vaBl).) =~(4:rrea:bro) 2 
C t C 1 c.o,k b \ C 

X ~ dpbNb{bll (w- kvb) v~v~ ( ll;s [ 1 - k:a J 
k.v~ ) 1 • 1 ( [ kv a J k1v~ ) + ~ A;! (w, k)A1;- (w, k) 111t 1 -co + ·-w . 

This last formula can be used to write down the 
diffusion coefficient in the transport equation for 
charged particles. 

In the particular case of particles distributed 
isotropically over the plasma, when the dielectric
constant tensor is of the form 

e11 (w, k) = (11,-1 - k1kj f k2) etr (w, k) + k1k1k-2el (w, k), (10) 

and therefore 

Equation (9) becomes of the form 

{ 
k,k1 1 ro2 [kvaJ"(k21\;-k,k1) } 

X 1 e1 (w, k) I" + 2 I w'c1r (W, k)- c2k' I" ' (12) 

In the case of an equilibrium particle distribu
tion, Eq. (12) and, of course, also Eqs. (8) and (9), 
go over into the formulae following from the the
ory of thermal fluctuations.[!] 

3. We turn now to the case of a plasma in a 
strong magnetic field B0• We note first that it is 
clear from what we have already said that the fluc
tuations of the electrical field can be written in the 
form* 

~[E1 (w, k)E,(w',k')+Ei{w', k')E'1 (w, k)] =-(4rt/c2) 2ww' 

xAi?(w', k')Aj;1 (w, k)lrt(w, k; w', k'). (13) 

On the right hand side stands the correlation func
tion of the transition current 
lrt (w, k; w', k') 

= i-!Jr(w, k) ]t(w', k') + ]t(w', k') j~(w, k)l, 

and we now turn to evaluate this. We note in pass
ing that one should not confuse the transition
current correlation function with the induced
current correlation function, which can easily be 
found by using the field equations provided, natu
rally, that the electrical field correlation function, 
for instance, is known. 

We restrict ourselves to a non-relativistic 
analysis. Moreover, we shall not take spin effects 
into account. For the evaluation of the matrix 
elements we use the Landau representation, and 
we use thus for the complete set the value p~ of 
the component of the momentum parallel to B0, 

the energy pertaining to the transverse motion 
E1 (ln)=tiQa(ln+Y2 ) (here Qa=leaiBo/J.laC), 
and finally Yon= -cp~/eaB0 , the projection of the 
center of the Larmor orbit upon the y axis. We 
have then for the matrix element of the Fourier 
component of the transition current[4, 5J 

<m lla (w, k) In>= II (w- [ln -lml Qa- p~kzlfla + lik~f2fla) 
( p' _ pz ) ( e 8 0 ) 

xll kz-~ II kx+ ~c [Yon-Yoml, 

X exp {- +iky (Yom +Yon)} <Lm I Ja (k) j ln). (14) ______ , 
*We note that without taking further conditions, say bound

ary conditions, into account, Eq. (13) and also Eqs. (5), (8), 
(9), and (12) can become meaningless in the region where the 
plasma is transparent, i.e., under conditions where the de
terminant of the tensor Aij(w; k) tends to zero. This latter 
fact corresponds to the circumstance that in the transpar
ency region the non-equilibrium fluctuations of the electro
magnetic field are not determined by the states of the 
charges. This observation arose from a conversation with 
M. A. Leontovich to whom I should like to express my grati
tude. 
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where 

<lm 17 ~ (k) I ln) = I ea I Dai a~ <lm \ e-ikyY [ln), 
y 

<lm ll ~ (k) [ln) = ihkx ~ <lm I e-ikyY [In)+ iea V1LDa!2f.la 
Lf1a 

X {V~ <1m- 1 I e-ikyY [In)- vr,;-<1m I e-ikyY [In- 1 >}' 
(15) 

<lm li ~ (k) [In)= :: (P~- ~ nkz) <1m I e-ikyY [ln). 

(16) 

In the last equation l =min (lm. ln), X= cnki/ 
2 I ea I B0, ki = k~ + k~, and 

00 

L;(X)= 2_; c:::;)--h-(-X)t 
t~o 

is a Laguerre polynomial. 
Equations (14) to (16) enable us to determine 

the transition-current correlation function. We 
get thus, for the case of a spatially uniform dis
tribution for which the density matrix fa ( Pz, n) 
is independent of Yo 

Iii (w, k; w', k') 

This equation determines the fluctuations of the 
random transition current and, combined with 
Eq. (13), also the electromagnetic field fluctua
tions. 

The fluctuation formulae can appreciably be 
simplified in the classical limit n = 0. We can 
in that case use the asymptotic representation of 
the Laguerre polynomials and we have 

<1m IJ~ (k) [In)= eaVz (-1)lm-lnJllm-ln I ( k ~:) 
X [i (ku/kl_) + (kx/kj_) signea(lm -ln)lltm-lnl, (18) 

<Lm 11 ~ (k) [In)= I ea IDa(- 1) lm-lni a~; { lttm-lnl ( k ~: j_ ) 

X [i (ku/kj_) + (kx/kj_)signea Um -ln)J1 I m-Ini}, (19) 

<lm \H (k) [In)= ~ eaV j_ (- 1) lm-ln {[i ~: 
kx . ]llm-ln+ll + kj_sJgnea(lm-ln + 1) 

( kj_vj_) (kj_vj_) 
X Jllm-ln+ll ga -Jilm-ln-11 -Qa 

[ 
k k Jllm-ln-11} 

X i k: + k: signea(lm-ln-1) , (20) 

where vz =p~/t-ta• v1 = (2E~/t-ta) 1 /2 , Jz(z) 
-a Bessel function. 

Bearing in mind the fact that the matrix ele
ments (18) and (19) do not change when we inter
change the states m and n, while the matrix ele
ment (20) changes sign, we can use these equations 
to write down an equation which determines the 
fluctuations of the random currents: 

l;i (w, k; w', k') = 0 (w + w') 0 (kz + k~) 0 (kx + k~)~ e~Na 
a 

+oo oo +oo +oo 

X ~dpz~Pl_dpj_ ~dyofa(Pz•Pl_•Yo) ~ o(w+!Da 
-oo o -oo 1~-oo 

' • ' (1) (2) ' - kzvz) exp {- L (ky + ku) y0} F; (kx. ky) F i (kx, ky),(21) 

Fill (kx, ky) =, Fi2) (kx, ky) = V j_ (- 1 )1 [ i ~: 
kx , J ll I {. ky , ( k j_ V j_) , + k j_ Sign (lea) · L k j_ lu1 ~ sJgnea 

(22) 

In the particular case of distributions which are 
independent of y0, the projection of the center of 
the Larmor orbit on the y axis, Eq. (21) becomes 
of the form (ky = 0) 

/ 1i(w, k; w', k')=o(w+w')o(k+k')~Nae~ 
0 

+oo oo +oo 

X 2:11 ~ dpz ~ p j_dp j_f a (p2 , P j_) ~ 0 (w -lQa- kzvz):llii• 
-oo o l~-ro (25) 

where the tensor 7Tij has the following components 
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APPENDIX 

rr,YY = v}_ [J;(k J. V J. I Qa)]2, 

n =-n xy yx 

= iv}_lJ1 (k J. V J. I Qa)J; (k J. V l. I Qa) (Qa I k J. V J.) sign ea, 

:;tXZ = l"(ZX = V j_ VzlJ}(kj_ V j_IQa) (Qal k j_ V j_) sign kX, 

llzy = -llyz = iv l. v)1 (kl. V J. I Qa) J; (k J. V J. I Qa) sign (eak). 

{26) 
This tensor is exactly the same as the one arising 
in the theory of the dielectric susceptibility of a 
plasma in a constant magnetic field.[!] 

Equations (25) and (26) combined with (13) en
able us to determine the classical fluctuations of 
the electromagnetic field in a plasma in a strong 
magnetic field. Stepanov and Kitsenko [G] have 
given general formulae for the dielectric-constant 
tensor of a plasma with particle-distribution func
tions of the form f ( Pz, p 1). As an application of 
our equations we obtain an expression for the fluc
tuations of the Coulomb field. We can then take 

A-1 (w k) = k;kt c2 k• 
il ' k2 w2 k5k,e5 , (w, k) 

(27) 

In that case* 

The author has shown [S] that when there are 
no strong fields in the plasma the collision inte
gral for charged particles is of the form 

(A.l) 

- kvb) i v~A;:"?(kva. k) vi J2, 

"' \ iJh \ dk 4neaeb)2 
A;= 1/Nb J dpb iJph J (:::n)" ( ---;;z- nk,kib (kva 

- kvb) I v~A;:? (kva. k) v~ 1•. 
It is of interest to express the diffusion coeffi

cients Dij and the friction coefficient Ai of Eq. 
(A.l) in terms of quantities which determine the 
electromagnetic properties of the plasma. To do 
this we note that 

( e~ ( E + __!__ [ V a B]) ( E + __!__ [ V a B]) ) = ~ (Arre ae b)2 

c 'i c jkva,k b c" 

X N b ~ dpbfbb (kva- kvb) k,ki I v~A;:/ 1 (kva, k) Vb 1 2• 

Using this relation we get 

+co co +co 

X2l1 ~ dp2 ~dpl.pl_fa(P2,pl.) ~ b(w-[Qa 
-co o l=-X> 

Dti = ~(L~~a 1t (e~ (E + + [vaBl), (E + + [vaBJ\ta. k 

(A.2) 

We note further that when there are no strong 
(28) fields the following relation holds [i] for the com

plex dielectric constant 
We point out at this juncture that an expression 
similar to the one occurring on the right-hand side 
of Eq. (28) occurred earlier when the collision in
tegral for charged particles in a strong magnetic 
field was written down.C 7•4J It is thus possible to 
express such a collision integral directly in terms 
of the fluctuations of the electromagnetic field. 

We note in conclusion that the equations ob
tained here can also be used in the case where 
the particle-distribution function in the plasma 
depends on the coordinates and the time. A cor
rect description of the fluctuations will then, 
clearly, be given for frequencies and wave num
bers larger than the characteristic frequencies 
and wave numbers which determine the change in 
the non-equilibrium distribution function. 

*The sum over l in Eq. (28) can also be written in the 
form of the following integral: 

1 +t ( k l. v l. Qax ) 
zn \ dxJo 2 Qa sin - 2- cos {X (ro- k2v2 )}. 

-co 

e,i (w, k)- ej, (w, k) 

. "" 4rre~ ~ ( iJ fa) i . =-2l1lL.J(;)2Na dpa ka VaV~b(w-kva), 
a Pa 

which enables us to write the friction coefficient 
in the form 

A q dk • 
i = 2 J (Zn)" k, {e,, (kva, k)- Btr (kva, k)} 

(A.3) 

We denote by E(a)(w, k) the Fourier component 
of the electrical field produced in the plasma by par
ticle a. It is clear that in our case such a compo
nent differs from zero only for w = k · Va and is of 
the form 

E)al (kva. k) = - ( 4niea I c2) kvaAif1 (kva, k) v'f. 

Taking this formula into account we can write Eq. 
(A.3) in the form 
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i I dk ki k k 
A;= 2 J (2:n:)" 4:n: {Ert ( Va, ) 

- e;, (kva, k)} E~a) (kva, k) E)a>• (kva, k). (A.4) 

Bearing in mind that the energy dissipated per 
unit time by the field E(a) is equal to [1] 

i (' dk kv a • (k k) 
2 J (2:n:)" t;Jt {Ert Va, 

- Etr (kva, k)} Eia) (kva, k) E)a)• (kva, k), 

we can say that Eq. (A.4) determines the force 
braking the particle a or, which comes to the 
same, the change in its momentum per unit time 
when we take the origin of the electromagnetic field 
accompanying the motion of the particle a into 
account. 
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